Circuit performance is a function of circuit parameters. If these parameters are random variables, the performance index is also a random variable. System performance can be determined by value of this index and more importantly by the probability that it is maintained in specified tolerance range. To evaluate reliability of circuit performance is to analyze tolerance range and corresponding probability in order to determine robustness of circuit design. In this paper, random set theory is used to describe these parameter variables and provide a simple and flexible method for evaluating reliability of circuit performance, which is alternative to Monte-Carlo analysis, but reduces the number of calculations drastically.
Introduction
The component parameters fluctuations trigger variations in circuit performance. Such fluctuations may not result in faulty behavior, but, the circuit does not execute some given functions any longer. From the view of reliability ， the system has been in failure state.Therefore, reliability of circuit performance can be determined not only by value of this performance index, but also, what's more, by the probability that it is maintained in the specified tolerance range of performance variations. Even if system has a high value of index, the low probability indicates that system no more retains satisfactory functional behavior. So it is necessary to estimate tolerance range and the corresponding probability in order to determine the robustness of the circuit design [1] - [2] .
The circuit performance is a function of circuit component parameters. Typical parameters are component values, such as resistances, capacitances, inductances,etc. Statistical variations in each component value result in parameter variation, possibly centered around the nominal value (design center) for each component. Namely, if parameters are random variables, the performance index is also a random variable. The performance function may vary from simple linear form to complex nonlinear form.
We want to know the distribution of performance index for evaluating reliability of circuit performance. Monte Carlo analysis provides a means for doing this [3] - [4] . However, when the variance of variable estimated is quite large or the small estimation error is given, the large number of simulations required prevents its application [1] . It is well known that substantial computational savings can be obtained by using advance Monte Carlo methods such as "Importance sampling", "Stratified sampling", "Correlated sampling" techniques etc. Whereas, very great skills are required in applications. For examples, one must obtain optimal sampling functions partly by guesswork in importance sampling. Such guessing is not a easy job. How to stratify is a bottleneck in stratified sampling, so they can not be used widely.
Random set theory provides a general mechanism for describing and handing many kinds of information (random, vague, imprecise, etc) [5] - [6] . In this paper, random set theory is used to describe these parameter variables and present a simple and flexible method for evaluating reliability of circuit performance, which is alternative to Monte-Carlo analysis, but the computational complexity relates not to variance of variable, but to choice of random sets. So the proposed method can reduces the number of calculations required drastically.
This paper is organized as follow: section 2 recalls some notions about random sets, along with the principles that allow random-set-type information on parameters to be extended to the circuit performance index. A model for analyzing reliability of circuit performance is constructed in section 3. Based on this model, section 4 details the random set method for reliability analysis. An application of proposed method is given in sections 5 to prove it effective. By compareing it with Monte Carlo method, drastic computational savings are showed.
Random set and the corresponding principles

Random set and random relation
Let U be a non-empty set. can be viewed as the probability that A is the actual range ofξ . Such a random set ( , ) m F is equivalent to a belief function in the sense of Shafer [8] . Given a random set ( , ) m F The projections of a random relation on Cartesian productU 1 × … ×Un are defined by Shafer to be the marginal random set ( , ), 1, ,
Extension principles
ρ R of ζ , which is the image of random relation ( , ) m F of ξ through f, is given by extension principles [7] { ( )| } 
The basic step to construct ( , ) ρ R is to calculate the image of focal elements through f. In general, this problem can be solved by applying twice the technique of global optimization [10] . According to properties of f, we discuss the calculation of the image of a random relation as follow If A ∈ F is a finite closed set and f is a continuous function, then
, whose focal element is a interval [ , ] k k l r , the focal element of ( , ) m F can be obtained by 1 11 [ , ]
[ , ]
11) In this case, the methods of interval analysis are applicable [11] . If A is a convex set, it has 2 n vertices, denoted as
.when f possesses some properties, the vertex method can help to reduce the computational burden considerably [12] . The vertex method may be showed as follows
is continuous in A, and also no extreme point exists in this region (including its boundaries), then the value of interval function can be obtained by
So, f has to be calculated 2 n times for each focal element i A . This computational burden can be further reduced if the hypotheses of the following proposition hold [13] Proposition 2 if f and its partial derivatives are all continuous and if f is a strictly monotonic function with regard to each parameter variable ( 1, , ) k k n
Inclusions of random sets and monotonicity principle
Yager defined the inclusion of random set [14] Definition 3 , 
Based on extension principle in section 2.2, this inclusion property can be transformed to the image of random relations, which is monotonicity principle [7] Proposition 3 let ( , ),( , ) m m ′ ′ F F be two random relations on and f be a functionU V
⋅ are the belief and plausibility function of ( , ),( , )
18) Dobios and Prade firstly indicated how inclusions of random set might be used to bound the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a sum of two random variables [7] .This means that, if the actual information about event A can be known under the form of a random set ( , )
, it is possible to find other ( , )
A A which may be enough for making a decision about the event A of interest. In reliability analysis of circuit performance, performance functions are the circuit outputs
ξ is parameter of ith unit or component.
If i ξ is random variable, ζ is also random variable. To evaluate reliability of circuit performance is to analyze whether the probability that ζ fluctuates in the specific tolerance range is acceptable. In this paper, by virtue of monotonicity principle and vertex methods, the idea of bounding CDF of a variable in reference [7] is generalized to provide the upper and lower bounds of the probability distribution of performance index ζ .
Where f can vary from simple linear form to complex nonlinear form and ξ is generic random vector with various distribu-tions. Using this upper and lower bound, reliability of circuit performance can be determined easily. In following section, we construct the analysis model, based on which, the random set method for analyzing reliability is presented in detail.
Reliability analysis model of circuit performance
Suppose that the circuit system is composed of n
is the parameter vector. As a rule, the nominal value of kth parameter is denoted as _ 0
Generally, let the parameter of k S be a random variable k ξ . When it is normal distribution variable, its probability density function is given by
Indeed, in some cases, parameter k ξ is not limited to normal distribution and may be other types of distribution. If k u is viewed as random variable k ξ , performance index y is also a random variable denoted asζ Commonly, the tolerance range of system performance index is given in advance, as a interval [ , ] A B D y y = , thus, the cumulative probability of If the probability of failure of circuit performance is given as ϒ , such that evaluation criterion can be defined as follow [ , ]
The random set method for reliability analysis
Where M is the number of elements of ′ F 2) The calculation of the image ( , )
Actually, i
A is a n-dimensional boxes, whose number of vertices is v
If f satisfies the conditions of proposition 1 and 2, the calculation of ( ) 
In evidence theory [8] , Bel ( ) R ′ and Pl ( ) R ′ are respective defined as upper and lower bound of We can conclude
The evaluation criterion can be defined as follow (1) If 
Error comparison between the random set method and Monte Carlo method
Besides much less computational burden than Monte Carlo simulation, the precision of the proposed method can be explicitly evaluated by given forms of error. Obviously, when the variance of variable estimated is quite large or the small estimation error is given，the large number of simulations required prevents its application [1] . It is well known that substantial compu-tational savings can be obtained by using advance Monte Carlo methods such as "Importance Sampling", "Stratified Sampling", "Correlated Sampling" tech-niques etc, but, very great skills are required in appli-cations. So they can not be used widely.
Maximum Error
For the proposed procedure, the computation load is only determined by partition of tolerance range of each circuit parameter. When f has some properties, the vertex methods can help to reduce the computation burden sharply, and the partitions of tolerance range are flexible and convenient. In follow section, a example is given to prove it effective.
Data analysis and application results
To evaluate a familiar RLC Series Resonance Circuit in Fig 1, it is Here, we analyze the reliability of this circuit performance by random set method as follow 1) Based on the model in section 3, the performance function is the actual resonance frequency f [ , )
Because 1 2 , ξ ξ are mutually independent, from Eq.(4.6) ( ) 3) This step is to calculate the image ( , )
It is easy to know that f and its partial derivatives are all continuous on the interval V . f is decreasing with respect to 1 
The focal elements and the basic probability assign- Evidently, the latter distribution is bracketed by the upper and lower distribution.
For calculation of ( ) F y , firstly The maximum error happens at 4097. Table 2 : Table 3 : Focal element and BPAs of the random relation (F′,m′) and its image (R′,ρ′ )k=1,…,6. we can conclude that system performance is in a limit state condition.
Conclusions
In this paper, random set theory is used to describe these parameter variables and obtain a simple and flexible method for evaluating reliability of circuit performance, which is alternative to Monte-Carlo analysis, but reduces the number of calculations required drastically. Here, we only consider the case that parameters is indpendent each other, and further more, when some parameters are correlative , how to generate upper and lower cumulative distribution should be studied based on random set theory.
